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ABSTRACT
Ultrasound reflection tomography is widely used to image
large complex specimens that are only accessible from a
single side, such as well systems and nuclear power plant
containment walls. Typical methods for inverting the mea-
surement rely on delay-and-sum algorithms that rapidly pro-
duce reconstructions but with significant artifacts. Recently,
model-based reconstruction approaches using a linear for-
ward model have been shown to significantly improve image
quality compared to the conventional approach. However,
even these techniques result in artifacts for complex objects
because of the inherent non-linearity of the ultrasound for-
ward model.
In this paper, we propose a non-iterative model-based
reconstruction method for inverting measurements that are
based on non-linear forward models for ultrasound imaging.
Our approach involves obtaining an approximate estimate
of the reconstruction using a simple linear back-projection
and training a deep neural network to refine this to the
actual reconstruction. We apply our method to simulated
and experimental ultrasound data to demonstrate dramatic
improvements in image quality compared to the delay-and-
sum approach and the linear model-based reconstruction
approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
One-sided ultrasound reflection tomography is vital for
non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of large heterogeneous
specimens, such as the casing of injection wells and thick
concrete walls [1]. A typical system uses an array of
transducers to transmit a signal from one sensor and re-
ceive at the others (see Fig. 1). The collection of received
timeseries signals is then processed to reconstruct a cross-
section of the object being imaged. Due to the need for
rapid reconstructions, full waveform inversion approaches
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[2] are not practical for ultrasound NDE and hence analytic
algorithms based on a delay-and-sum approach, such as the
synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT), are routinely
used for reconstructions of ultrasound reflection mode data
[3]–[5]. Recently, we have developed a model-based iterative
reconstruction [6] approach using a simplified linear model
and demonstrated significant improvements in reconstruction
performance compared to SAFT while still being able to
produce a reconstruction in near real-time. However, this
linear-MBIR (L-MBIR) method still results in artifacts, such
as reverberation and shadowing, due to the inherent non-
linearity of the ultrasound system. In summary, existing
approaches for ultrasound reflection imaging for NDE may
result in reconstructions with significant artifacts.
Fig. 1: Illustration of a typical ultrasound system for non-destructive
evaluation. The transducers are used to make pulse-echo measurements
which are processed to reconstruct the cross-section.
There have been several recent efforts to use deep convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN) to address inverse problems in
imaging [7]. One class of algorithms applies a two-step, non-
iterative approach composed of a simple inversion followed
by a CNN to obtain a reconstruction for inverse problems
such as tomography [8], [9], MRI [10], [11], photo-acoustic
tomography [12], [13], compressed sensing [14], and non-
linear optical imaging based on multiple scattering [15].
Alternatively, researchers have adapted variable splitting
strategies such as the Plug-and-Play approach [16], [17] to
iteratively solve two learned sub-problems corresponding to
a forward-model inversion and a denoising step in order to
determine a fixed point [13], [18]–[22]. In summary, deep-
learning based techniques have demonstrated promising re-
sults for a variety of inverse problems in imaging.
In this paper, we propose a learning based approach for
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ultrasound reflection mode imaging using a non-iterative
two-stage strategy. Since the underlying forward model is
non-linear, we first obtain a preliminary reconstruction based
on the adjoint of a simple linear model for the ultrasound
system. We then train a multi-scale deep convolutional
neural network to map this initial reconstruction to the
true reconstruction. Importantly, the CNN can account for
the nonlinear and space varying effects in the ultrasound
forward model, as well as account for attributes of the prior
model that can be used to suppress image artifacts and
noise. Once the network is trained, the algorithm can be
applied in real time, because both steps can be performed
rapidly using GPUs. We demonstrate that the proposed
approach dramatically improves image quality for ultrasound
imaging compared to SAFT and L-MBIR by removing
artifacts caused by the non-linearity of the system, such as
reverberation and shadowing artifacts. The improvements are
more evident for image targets buried deep inside the object
being inspected. Also, the proposed CNN-based approach
is able to reconstruct the specimen’s acoustic speeds from
the back-projected timeseries signals, yielding a quantitative
reconstruction compared to existing approaches that are
qualitative.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows.
In section II we introduce the ultrasound forward model and
the conventional linear model used for inversion. In section
III we present details of the proposed inversion algorithm
based on a deep neural network. Finally in section IV we
present our results based on simulated phantom data.
II. ULTRASOUND FORWARD MODEL AND
LINEAR MODEL-BASED INVERSION
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Fig. 2: Illustration of a back-projection of a one-sided ultrasonic NDE
measurements using the system matrix A in Eq. 3. The left image is the
ground truth (speed-of-sound in units of m/s) and the right image is the
back-projection of the simulated measurements obtained from the ground
truth using an array of 10 transducers and a non-linear wave propagation
model. The back-projection suffers from artifacts and does not faithfully
reconstruct the object.
The goal of ultrasound reflection mode imaging is to
determine the properties of a cross-section being imaged
using a transducer array (See Fig. 1). In particular, the
ultrasound wave propagation in a medium can be described
by a set of coupled partial differential equations [23],
∂u
∂t
= − 1
ρ0
∇p,
∂ρ
∂t
= −ρ0∇u− u∇ρ0,
p = c20(ρ+ d · ∇ρ0 − Lρ), (1)
where u is the acoustic particle velocity, ρ is the acoustic
density, d is the acoustic particle displacement, L is an
operator defined by
L = −2α0cy−10
∂
∂t
(−∇2) y2−1+2α0cy0 tan(piy2 ) (−∇2) y+12 −1,
and 0 < y < 3, y 6= 1 is a parameter that controls the
behavior of the absorption and dispersion. For the forward
(simulation) model, the inputs to this system of equations are
the 2D fields corresponding to c0, the acoustic velocities; ρ0,
the ambient densities; and α0, the attenuation. The output is
the pressure p measured at the locations rj of the sensors
as a function of time, t. These measurements are then
concatenated to form the measurement vector y. Abstractly,
we can represent this forward model relationship as
y = f(c0, ρ0, α0) .
Using these equations we can solve for the pressure at the
sensor locations for a given input signal in order to simulate
the received signal. However, the inversion of the underlying
quantities from the received signals based on this model is
challenging because of the complicated and non-linear nature
of the forward model.
To address these challenges, we developed a simplified
linear model for the measurements [6], given by
y˜i,j(t) =
∫
R3
A˜i,j(τi,j(ν), t)x˜(ν)dν + d˜i,j(t), (2)
where y˜i,j is the measurement at the transmit-receive pair
(i, j), ν is a point in the field of view, A˜i,j is a response
function that accounts for the time-shift and attenuation of
the transmitted pulse, x˜ is the reflection coefficient, τi,j is
the time delay of the transmitted signal for point ν and the
measurement pair (i, j), d˜i,j is the direct arrival signal. Using
this model, we designed a fast model-based reconstruction
approach [6] (L-MBIR) which works by minimizing the
cost-function
vˆ ← argmin
v
{
1
2
||y −Av||22 +R(v)
}
, (3)
where A is a projection matrix which discretizes A˜, v is a
vector of reflection coefficients and R is a Markov random
field based regularizer [24]. While this model is simple
and significantly improves the reconstructions compared
to conventional delay-and-sum approaches like SAFT, the
method can result in artifacts in the reconstructed images
due to the assumption of linearity. Furthermore, the reflection
coefficient may not have a clear quantitative interpretation
compared to quantities such as the speed, density or attenu-
ation in the medium.
III. DEEP NEURAL NETWORK FOR NON-LINEAR
ULTRASOUND INVERSION
Since computing the exact solutions to (1) is expensive,
we propose a two stage approach to the inversion. In the first
step we leverage our previously introduced linear model and
use the A matrix in (3) to estimate an initial reconstruction
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Fig. 3: Modified U-net architecture used for the reconstructions. The input is an image obtained by applying the adjoint of a linear operator to the
measurements. Within each stage, we apply a 3× 3 convolution followed by a batch normalization and a rectified linear unit. The size of the feature maps
at each stage is noted in the image.
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Fig. 4: Example of training phantoms used to train the U-net neural network
and a plot of the training and validation loss vs. epoch .
v˜ = AT y. While this method highlights some of the essential
features, such a reconstruction is not quantitative and has
severe artifacts due to the non-linearity in the system (see
Fig. 2). In order to compensate for these artifacts, we use
such an image as input to a deep-neural network that has
been trained to map such an input to the actual image of
the desired material properties such as the speed of sound
in the medium. In particular, we use the U-net [25] with
skip-connections to learn a mapping of this initial image
to the actual reconstruction (see Fig. 3). This architecture is
desirable because it has the entire input image in its receptive
field and can hence learn features that are globally correlated.
Furthermore the presence of skip-connections ensures that
the architecture combines the features from different scales
effectively. We will refer to the proposed technique as direct
deep learning (DDL) for the rest of the paper.
IV. RESULTS
We compare the proposed DDL algorithm to SAFT [26]
and L-MBIR [6]. We used a ten transducer system with an
acquisition geometry in which one of the transducers trans-
mits while the others receive. The transducers are spaced 4
cm apart. The transmitter sends a pulse of duration 50 µs
with a carrier frequency of 52 KHz. The receiver collects
Table I: Average NRMSE and SSIM for SAFT, L-MBIR,
and DDL for reconstructions from the test set after a best
least-squares linear fit to the ground truth.
Method SAFT L-MBIR DDL
NRMSE 0.0614 0.0666 0.0188
SSIM 0.5583 0.4147 0.9340
263 samples with a sampling frequency of 200 KHz. The
received signals were post-processed to eliminate the direct
arrival signal.
The training data set was generated by using the k-Wave
simulation software with its default boundary conditions
[23] and is representative of the type of defects seen while
inspecting thick, reinforced concrete walls with embedded
steel plates. The density and attenuation were fixed, while
the speed of sound varied from pixel to pixel depending on
the material of the object. The background of the field of
view is concrete with acoustic speed of 3680 m/s. The steel
rebar is represented as circles with speed 5660 m/s. The
defects are represented as rectangles with different speeds
with possible alkali–silica reactions (ASR) [27], [28] inside
with speed 4500 m/s. The cracks are represented as ASR
crooked lines. In order to train the deep neural network, we
used 1800 images of size 32 × 48 pixels for training the
network, 200 for validation and 200 for testing. Stochastic
gradient descent is used to optimize the loss function with
batch size = 1, learning rate = 0.0001, and momentum =
0.5. The optimization was performed using the PyTorch [29]
library. Fig. 4 shows examples of the training phantoms used
to generate the ultrasound training data along with the curves
for training and validation plots for the data-set.
Samples 1 to 4 in Fig. 5 shows reconstructed images from
the test set (not used in training) using SAFT, the linear
MBIR of (3) and the proposed DDL approach. Notice that
the units of each method are different, i.e. the unit in SAFT,
L-MBIR, and DDL are pressure, reflectivity, and speed of
sound, respectively. What makes DDL advantageous is that
we are reconstructing the same unit as the ground truth
which makes it easy to interpret the image. Also, notice
that while L-MBIR is qualitatively superior to the SAFT
reconstruction, it is unable to resolve some of the artifacts
caused by reverberations and shadowing due to the linear
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Fig. 5: Comparison between all reconstruction results from k-wave simulated data (samples 1 to 4) from the test set only and from experimental data
(sample 5): the first row is the ground truth, the second row is SAFT reconstruction, the third row is linear MBIR reconstruction, and the fourth row is
the proposed DDL reconstruction. DDL results in reconstructions with dramatic reduction in artifacts and is able to image behind occluding objects.
model for the reflected signal shown in Fig. 5 in sample 1
and 2, respectively. In contrast, the proposed DDL approach
suppresses these artifacts and results in dramatic improve-
ments in image quality. However, for some weak reflections,
DDL-generated artifacts are similar to the features in the
training set (e.g. circular objects). Such artifacts may be hard
to spot and pass as actual features in the specimen, such as
the bottom left object in sample 4.
Sample 5 in Fig. 5 shows reconstructed images from
experimental data. The experiment is described in detail
in [6]. The training of DDL was done with the same k-
wave simulated data, except the concrete acoustic speed was
changed to (2620 m/s), i.i.d. Gaussian noise, N (0, 2002),
was added to the ground truth to account for the modeling
error, and the direct arrival signals were not eliminated.
Notice that the DDL reconstruction significantly improves
reconstruction quality by accurately reconstructing the steel
rebar as well as the plate compared to SAFT and L-MBIR.
Table I shows the NRMSE and SSIM of the three ap-
proaches and illustrates that the proposed method also results
in significant improvement of the quantitative accuracy of the
results. A least squares fit to ground truth is used to scale
and shift each reconstruction to optimize the RMSE for each
method as in [19]. NRMSE uses ‖xr−xg‖/‖xg‖, where xg
is ground truth and xr is the best fit of the reconstruction to
xg . For SSIM, the ground truth and the best fit reconstruction
are both converted to image intensity using Matlab mat2gray
with the same intensity scale for each.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a method for reflection model
ultrasound reconstruction using a deep neural network. Our
algorithm obtains an initial estimate using a linear back
projection and then uses a trained neural network to map
this preliminary reconstruction to the final solution. Using
simulated and experimental data we showed that our algo-
rithm produces a dramatic improvement in reconstruction
quality compared to the typically used analytic algorithms
as well as iterative algorithms based on linear models.
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